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BROAD-BAND MIRROR-SCANNED SURVEILLANCE
RADAR ANTENNA

INTRODUCTION

Physical limitations on the number of rotary RF joints that can be used in a surveillance radar
with a conventional antenna limit the number of functions that can be realized, or increase the amount
of signal processing that must be accomplished on the antenna. For example, a stacked beam height
finding radar must use a rotary joint with as many channels as it has beams or it must process the data
on the moving antenna. The former alternative is difficult if not impossible, and the latter is unattrac-
tive because of the difficulty in maintenance and increased above-deck weight.

It is the purpose of this report to document the results of a 2-year effort directed toward avoiding
the multiple-channel rotary joint problem. The goal of the effort was to determine the feasibility of
applying mirror-scan techniques to broad-band multiple beam surveillance radar antennas.

ANTENNA CONCEPT

The antenna concept is an extension of the mirror-scan techniques employed in weapon control
radar both in this country and abroad [1). The principle of operation of a mirr9r-scanned weapon con-
trol radar antenna is illustrated in Fig. 1. A fixed vertically polarized feed illuminates a fixed parabolic
reflector constructed of vertical wires. This parabola collimates the radiation and illuminates a flat half-
wave plate reflector that can rotate about axes orthogonal to the optical axis of the feed and parabola.
This half-wave plate rotates the plane of polarization 900 and reflects the resultant radiation at an angle
of reflection equal to the angle of incidence. With the E field normal to the wires in the parabola, the
reflected radiation goes right through the parabola as if it were not there. In this application, the beam
is steered (scanned) by controlling the orientation of the flat half-wave plate reflector.

HALF-WAVE PLATE REFLECTOR
ROTATABLE ABOUT AXES ORTHOGONAL
TO AXIS OF PARABOLA AND FEED

Fig. I - Mirror-scanned radar antenna

VERTICALLY POLARIZEDFEED (FIXED)

.VERTICAL WR

PARABOLA (FIXED)

Manuscript submitted December 4. 1981.
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LEWIS, SHELTON, MAINE. O'NEAL. AND MOODY

It should be noted that, as long as the half-wave plate reflector intercepts the complete beam from
the parabola, there is no scan loss and no beam shape deterioration with varying scan angles. It should
also be noted that the scan angle of the beam is twice the angle the feed-parabola optical axis makes
with the half-wave plate reflector. Thus, a beam deflection from 0 to 90" requires a plate rotation of
only 45° . As a consequence, a plate ,V2 times larger than the parabola aperture in the plane of scan can
be used to scan a beam through plus and minus 90" (a total of 180") without gain loss.

Figure 2 illustrates one method of obtaining a 360" scan using the mirror-scan concept. Two para-
bolas and two feeds are used with a double sided rotating half-wave plate reflector. Both feeds are
excited while the rotating reflector is within plus and minus 45* of normal to the feed-parabola optical
axis and opposite hemispheres are scanned simultaneously. However, neither feed can be excited for
the rest of the reflector scan cycle because the foreshortening of the rotating reflector produces exces-
sive spillover loss with reasonable reflector sizes.

FARABOLIC
REFLECTOR

FEED-,

MOTATING Fig. 2 - Extension of mirror scan concept to 360* azimuth coverageMAST

FEED

ROTATING HALF-VAVE
PLATE REFLECTOR

' __ P RABOLIC
REFLECTOR

Figure 3 illustrates a method of instrumentation that will permit full-time operation. In this case,
four parabolas and four feeds can operate in pairs to scan 360* four times per revolution of the rotating
reflector. Figure 4 shows that feeds 1 and 3 can scan 1800 through 90" to 00 and 00 through 2700 to
1800 simultaneously for 1/4 of a reflector scan period. Then, feeds 2 and 4 scan 90" to 270* and 270*
to 90* the next 1/4 of the reflector scan period. Thus, four complete 360* azimuth scans can be made
in one mirror rotation.

If back-to-back scans are not desired, each feed and parabola can be used to scan 90° and the
rotating reflector length can be reduced from VIA to 1.082A, where A is the parabola length in the scan
plane. However, this will result in dead times between 90* scans equal to the time required for the
rotating reflector to move 45". Actually, a certain amount of dead time is desirable to permit feed
switching to be accomplished.

Figure 5 is a side view of the four-parabola system illustrating how offset feeds can be used to
avoid physical interference of the feeds and the rotating reflector. It should be noted that multiple
feeds can be used in this configuration to obtain stacked beams for height finding without using con-
tinuously rotating joints.

2
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90

RABOLIC SECTIONFEED

ROTATING MAST

> 2
3 ^,4.---EEDEE

FEED

~---.ROTATING HALF-WAVE
PLATE REFLECTOR

Fig. 3 - Top view of antenna scanning 360* in Fig. 4 - Scan angles available per feed from one side of
azimuth with no rotating RF joints half-wave plate reflector with no scan loss if reflector is 41.4%

longer than parabolic section

PARABOLIC ROTATING HALF-WAVEREFLECTOR PLATE REFLECTOR

A% J " -,RI ZO4TALLY

ROTATING MAST POLARIZED FEED

Fig. 5 - Side view of antetnma illustrating feed placement

It is obvious at this point that eight feeds and eight parabolas with a smaller rotating reflector
could be used to obtain full-time coverage and 360* continuous or back-to-back scans with each feed
covering 45*. However, such a system would get uncomfortably large at long wavelengths for ship-
board applications, although it might be very practical for a rapid scanning high-frequency last-ditch
radar for use against pop-up targets.

ACHIEVABLE BANDWIDTH

The bandwidth achievable with the proposed system can be quite large (10 to 1 or greater). The
parabolas have no restrictions except wire spacing that sets the high-frequency limit and the half-wave
plate reflector can be made to cover many octaves by employing a log periodic distribution of reflecting
dipoles. These elements would be distributed in depth to produce a 1800 path length difference
between the front surface reflection and the orthogonal back surface reflection over any desired band.

3
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LIGHT-WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

The proposed antenna lends itself to light-weight construction techniques. The parabolas can be
linear parallel conductors printed or glued onto the inside surface of a fiberglass coated foam structure
and the half-wave plate can be linear conductors in a fiberglass coated foam sheet. The parabolic struc-
tures can be extended to meet each other to form the walls of a radome and a fiberglass on foam top
can be added if desired.

An idea of the weight involved in a high-gain L-band antenna can be obtained as follows:

Assume that each parabola is 12 x 20 ft. To rotate a reflector I/cos (450) longer than 20 ft
between the parabolas, the parabolas will have to be separated from their opposite number by about 28
ft. This structure can be approximated by a square 28 ft across and 12 ft high. If the parabolas are
taken to be 2-in. thick and coated on both sides with 0.012-inch-thick fiberglass, the foam volume will
be:

VF - 4x 1/6x28x 12-224cuft,

and the volume of fiberglass will be

- 4 x 28 x 12 x 2 x 0.001 - 2.69 cu ft

With foam densities of 3 pounds per cu ft and fiberglass densities of 125 lb per cu ft, the weight
will be

W - 224 x 3 + 2.69 x 125 - 1008 lb.

The foam and fiberglass in the half-wave plate reflector can be held to volumes on the order of

VsFx - 1/6 x 12 x 28 - 56 cuft

for structural foam, and

VR - 1/3x 12x 28- 112 cuft

of filler foam with

Va = (2 x 28 + 2 x 12 + 2 x 12 x 28)0.001 - 0.752 cu ft

of fiberglass. This would result in a half-wave plate reflector weight of

WR - 56 x 3 + 112 x I + 0.752 x 125 - 374 pounds

where the filler foam density was taken to be one lb per cu ft.

Allowing 8 each 1 ft x 28 ft x 1/4 ft braces (4 on the top and 4 on the bottom) will add

Va., - 8 x I x 28 x 1/4 - 56 cu ft,

- (2 x 8 x 28 x 1 + 2 x 8 x 1/4 x 28) 0.001 - 0.56 cu ft,

and weight

WB - 56 x 3 + 0.56 x 125 - 238 lb.

The total structural weight will be

Ws - 1620 lb.

This weight is comparable to that of present day antennas of equivalent gain, the rotating mass is
significantly less and the structure provides a wind screen for the rotating reflector.
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The addition of a top cap to complete the wind screen and to act as a weather shield would add
approximately 700 lb if it were composed of 2-inch-thick foam coated on both sides with 0.012-inch-
thick fiberglass. This would provide a complete radome and increase the weight to about 2300 lb.

FREQUENCY SCALING

The size and weight of the structure required to produce equal gain antennas can be scaled
inversely with frequency. For example, an S-band version would be 1/3 the size and about 1/10 the
weight of the L-band model previously discussed.

HEIGHT FINDER MODIFICATIONS

The use of the proposed antenna as a height finder with vertically stacked beams would require an
increase in the reflector height of B tan #, where 0 is the elevation angle of the top beam and B is the
distance between the parabola vertex and the most distant point on the half-wave plate reflector in its
scan cycle.

Relatively large focal length to diameter ratios (on the order of 0.5) are possible in this antenna
without increasing the parabola spacings over those required to permit half-wave plate reflector rotation.
This implies that up to seven beams could be stacked in azimuth and more in elevation without
experiencing excessive gain loss (2].

POLARIZATION EFFECTS

The curvature and the finite focal length F of the parabolas will introduce a small amount of spill-
over loss on transmission that will appear as blockage on reception due to polarization effects if the par-
abola uses horizontal wires. This can be understood through reference to Fig. 6 which illustrates how a
parabolic reflector composed of horizontal wires will appear to the feed at the focal point of the para-
bola. The wires projecting into the dimension parallel to the axis of the parabola (Q) will appear to the
feed to have a vertical component in Y if both Y and Z are not zero at the point in question. An idea
of the magnitude of this effect can be obtained as follows:

The equation defining the shape of a parabolic reflector with a focal length F whose axis is parallel

to the X axis is

X - (Y2 + Z2)14F - P2/4F. (1)
Since the conductors making up the parabola were considered to be horizontal, the projection of the
wires in the X dimension will be a function only of Z if Y is taken to be vertical. Thus,

dXldZ - Z12F (2)

and, at any point Z

dl - ZdZ/2F. (3)

Seen from the feed, dX will project on the Y, Z plane as

dP - dX [I (F-X). (4)
This projection will have a Y component

dY - dP [y/(y2 + Z2)11 2]. (5)
Hence, at a point X, X Z on the parabola, the wire will appear to have a finite slope in Y with respect

jto Zof

dY/dZ - 2 YZ/[4F 2 - (y 2 + Z2)]. (6)
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Fig. 6 - Horizontal wires in parabola seen from feed

SZ

If rectangular reflectors were used with

Z..- 0.8F and Y..- F, (7)

the maximum value of dY/dZ will be

dY/dZ - 0.678. (8)

This apparent projection of the wire into the Y direction will limit the reflection coefficient of the
reflector at this point to horizontally polarized radiation from the feed to (1 - 0.6782)1/2 - 0.72 at the
point in question and will permit spillover of 0.46 of the incident power. This is not too significant
since the illumination will be heavily tapered at this point and the power lost would have gone into
cross-polarized lobes from a conventional antenna in any case.

This spillover could be avoided if the wires making up the parabola were given a Y component
opposite that portrayed in Fig. 6. However, such a step would partially reintroduce the blockage to the
signal reflected by the half-wave plate reflector for horizontal radiation patterns. Proper curvature of
the wires in Y would reduce the reflector blockage to plane waves entering from elevation angles greater
than zero, however, and should be considered in more detailed design if height finding is anticipated.

VARIATION OF HALF-WAVE PLATE EFFICIENCY WITH SCAN ANGLE

One final polarization problem involves the half-wave plate reflector. The effective spacing
between orthogonal reflecting planes must be kept nearly equal to X/4. This condition is violated at
scan angles such that the radiation impinges on the half-wave plate at angles of incidence on the order
of 45* . However, refraction can be used to limit the angle of incidence on the back reflecting surface
by loading the region between reflecting planes with an artificial dielectric. A dielectric constant of 2
will limit depolarization loss to less than 0.6 dB at scan angles such that the angle of incidence on the
half-wave plate is 450.

BEAM STABILIZATION

The beam or beams from this antenna can be stabilized in level by rotating the half-wave plate
reflector about a horizontal axis through its center as illustrated in Fig. 7.

I

Fig. 7 - Level stabilization of 9 via mirror rotation through 0/2
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Cross-level coupling between azimuth and elevation can be corrected by date stabilizaton because
of the hig data rat available from this antenna. The antenna can make many scans in the roll or pitch
period of the ship. This data can be compared to an inertia reference system to detect azimuth change

with cross-level changes. These azimuth changes will be directly proportional to trget elevation angle
and will permit targt elevation to be measured with a 2-1 radar. With knowledge of elevation and
cross level, the true azimuth of a target can be calculated [3].

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantags

The advantages that the proposed antenna would have over conventional antennas are:

1. No continuously rotating RF joints are required.

2. The structure provides its own radome and the rotating reflector is protected from all wind
loads.

3. All aperture blockage by feeds can be eliminated to obtain low sidelobes.

4. The rotating structure is light in weight and has minimum moment of inertia for its task.

5. High scan rates are achievable due to the scan angle multiplication at the rotating reflector.
Four 360° scans are obtained per reflector rotation.

6. Multiple beams stacked in azimuth and elevation can be used without adding inertia to the
rotating structure, aperture blockage or continuously rotating RF joints. It is much less complex than
an array that would perform the same function. All signal processing can be performed below decks.

Disadvantages

The disadvantages of this type of antenna over other types that would scan the same angle are:

1. The turning circle of the reflector is about 40% larger than would be required for normal
antennas having the saw gain.

2. Two receivers and data processing are required to obtain continuous data and to adapt this data
to conventional displays.

UNIPOLAR PARABOLA DESIGN

The unipolar parabolas are constructed of foam-filled fiberglass with parallel vertical conductors on
or in the surface. Efficient operation can be obtained at any frequency at which the conductor spacing
is less than or equal to 0.1 wavelength of the radiation involved and the conductor width is on the order
of 0.05 wavelength at the highest frequency of interesL In addition, the conductor depth must be
several times the skin depth at the lowest frequency of interest.

Test were made with 2 mil-thick copper conductors on 1/32 in. thick fiberglass with 1/32 in. con-
ductor widths and 1/8 in. center-to-center spacings. Reflection coeftenta of 0.95 or greater were
obtained when the incident radiation was polarized parallel to the conductors and the frequency was
below 12.4 OH. When the radiation was polarized normal to the conductors, the reflection coefilcient
was less than 0.05.

7



HALF-WAVE PLATE MIRROR BANDWIDTH CONSIDERATIONS

The description of the mirror scan antenna given in previous sections calls for a rotating half-wave
plate reflector. The effect of this reflector is to rotate the polarization of the wave incident on it by 90*
from vertical to horizontal. The purpose of this section is to discuss possible techniques for achieving
this required half-wave plate operation.

In general, the polarization rotation is obtained by making the reflection coefficient of the mirror
surface polarization dependent, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Two linear polarization components are used,
one aligned at +45* to the vertical and the other at -45*. The reflection coefficient for one of the
components can be represented by p, - eJ#, and the coefficient for the other one will be
P2 -P -" -eJ# or e- J(#+- ).

Figure 8(b) shows the decomposition of an incident vertically polarized wave into :145" com-
ponents. It is seen that upon reflection the components have reversed their relative signs, and the
reflected wave is horizontally polarized.

INCID.NT WAVE COMPONENTS OF INCIDENT WAVE

P, P2 2

P P2 "P REFLECTED COMPONENTS REFLECTED WAVE

(a) Polarization-dependent reflector (b) Reflected components from reflector
Fig. 8 - Operation of polarization twist reflector

The half-wave plate reflector has also been referred to as a twist reflector [4).

Three techniques for designing a half-wave plate reflector are discussed in this report. These
techniques are distinguished primarily by their operating bandwidths. One technique is relatively
narrow-band, with bandwidth well under one octave. The second has bandwidth of roughly one octave,
and the third has wide bandwidth capability of multiple octaves.

The most commonly used technique for realizing a half-wave plate or twist reflector is to place a
closely spaced wire grid about X/4 in front of a reflecting surface. A wave polarized parallel with the
wire grid will reflect from the grid, and a wave polarized perpendicular with the grid will pass through
the grid and reflect from the surface, with a net phase difference between components of w. Since this
phase difference is based on path length, it is frequency sensitive.

8I
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The theoretical conversion efficiency of the wire grid configuration is

E Ics 2  ' A Lmf0 2

where E. is the fraction of incident power that is twisted to the desired output polarization, fo is the
design frequency, and Af is the deviation from design frequency.

A technique with moderately wide bandwidth involves the use of a meander-line quarter-wave
plate in front of a reflecting surface. On its forward passage through the quarter-wave plate, the orthog-
onally polarized components undergo a ir/2 phase difference, and the wave is circularly polarized.
Upon reflection from the surface and after its second passage through the quarter-wave plate, the com-
ponents undergo an additional r/2 relative phase shift, providing the desired half-wave plate charac-
teristics [5]. (This application of a reflector-acked-meander-line quarter-wave plate was suggested by
D. Munger of the Naval Ocean Systems Center.)

In the course of this exploratory research program, a new design for a wideband half-wave plate
reflector was conceived [6]. This design is based on log-periodic resonant structures and therefore can
be built with arbitrarily wide bandwidth. This concept is described in the following section.

In initial experimental work on the mirror scan antenna, a narrow-band wire-grid half-wave plate
mirror was used. All subsequent work was devoted to the design, fabrication, and test of the wideband
log-periodic mirror concept.

WIDEBAND LOG-PERIODIC TWIST REFLECTOR CONCEPT

This concept for a log-periodic twist reflector is based on the use of planar arrays of resonant con-
ducting strips or wires. Each array consists of a regular lattice of identical resonant conducting strips or
wires, as shown in Fig. 9. Assuming that the planar array is aligned with the X- Y plane, a log-periodic
configuration is obtained by layering the planar arrays in the Z dimension. The spacing of the layers is
log periodic in the Z dimension, and all dimensions of the planar arrays are correspondingly scaled in
the same log-periodic fashion. Figure 10 is a cross section of a log-periodic mirror structure in the X-Z
plane. The operation of the resulting three-dimensional log-period lattice is analogous to that of log-
periodic circuits described by DuHamel [7]. A plane electromagnetic wave enters the lattice on the side
with smallest parasitic strips and travels in until it encounters resonant strips, where it is reflected. The
magnitude of the reflection coefficient of the structures is theoretically unity, and the phase of the
reflection coefficient varies essentially linearly with the logarithm of frequency

* -K log [K2 A1, (14)

where fo is a reference frequency, KI - 2w/log r, r- is the scale factor from one layer to the next, and
K2 is a constant which depends on the scale of the overall structure.

I Z/

i /

I / ADIRECTION OF
1 NORMALLY

// I INCIDENT WAVE

= = - -

0 = 0 U ,

X X

Fig. 9 - Planar array of resonant conducting Fig. 10 - X-Z cross section of log-periodic 3D lattice
wires or strips
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To achieve polarization transformation, it is necessary to use orthogonally polarized log-periodic
lattices. These lattices use the same coordinate systems as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 and the same scale
factor r.

That is, the reflection coefficients of the two lattices can be expresseo, without loss of generality,

a+4s- Kc log f-

and

fo

The phase difference between reflection coefficients will be

A - 0-45o- -+45 KI log K 2

2w" log 2  (15)
logT

Therefore, the phase difference between reflection coefficients of vertical and horizontal polarization is
frequency-independent, and we have the basis for wideband operation. For a half-wave plate, or twist-
reflector, we require A - ir, and Eq. (15) gives

K2 - r-1/2,

that is, the scale factor between the orthogonally polarized lattices is 7 1/2 so that the resonant layers of
one lattice are located at values of the Z coordinate which are geometric means of the locations of the
layers of the other lattice.

Although the wideband log periodic half-wave plate is analogous to the log-periodic circuits pro-
posed by DuHamel, there are differences and additional problem areas as well as similarities.

A basic characteristic of DuHamel's log-periodic stub-loaded transmission line is that any energy
passing through the initial resonance region is inevitably refleted back to the input with a delecterious
effect on the reflection phase coefficient. This is because the network is lossless and wholly reactive.
This effect exhibits itself by very rapid changes of reflection phase through increments of 2wr radians.
Since all of DuHamel's analysis was empirical, using computer simulation, with finite networks, one
might conjecture that an infinite network might exhibit a completely discontinuous reflection phase
function.

Fortunately, however, the phase discontinuity problem is largely eliminated by introducing
transmission line loss at a level which is encountered in practical networks. Similar losses can be
expected in the log periodic polarization twisting mirror. Furthermore, the mirror is a 3-D structure
with attendant additional characteristics over and beyond those of the network. The regular periodic
lattice of any given layer makes it possible for waves to be scattered other than specularly, especially
after the incident wave has passed through the initial resonance region; that is, once a plane wave falls
on a layer of parasitic dipoles, those dipoles behave on reradiation exactly as a phased array. If the
dipole spacing is sufficiently large relative to a wavelength, the reradiated energy diffracts into grating
lobes as well as a specular lobe. This phenomenon is to be avoided at the initial resonance region,
where only specular reflection with no grating lobes is mandatory for proper performance. As the wave
progresses deeper into the structure and the scale of layers becomes larger, grating lobes become una-
voidable. Furthermore, grating lobe reradiation can be viewed as a form of attenuation and is accept-
able and even desirable for energy passing through the resonance region.

Another aspect in which the mirror differs from the network is with regard to variation in
incidence angle. A thorough analysis of the behavior of the mirror must include the case of oblique
incidence. 1[ 10
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Finally, both the network and the mirror exhibit a characteristic impedance, which differs from
the main transmission line for the network and differs from the impedance of free space for the mirror.
For the network this is easily reconciled by designing the network to whatever input impedance is
required. For the mirror it is not possible to obtain an arbitrary input impedance, and it will be neces-
sary to impedance transform from space to the interior of the mirror.

SCAN ANGLE COMPENSATION

The effect of scan angle on a normal half-wave plate can be determined as follows.

Figure 11 illustrates a simple two-plane half-wave plate reflector with an electromagnetic wave
incident on it at an angle of incidence 0. The first plane hit by radiation is composed of parallel con-
ductors making an angle of 45 ° with the incident E field. These conductors are about 0.05 wavelength
wide at the highest frequency of interest and are separated center-to-center by 0.125 in.

RAY 2

RA I

S )j4 REFLECTING
GRATING

X - 2c - b - x 2s
2cos9 2cos&

Fig. I I - Effect of scan angle on normal halt-wave plate

The second plane hit has the same type of conductors but orthogonal to those in the first plane.
The two planes are separated by a distance of 1/4 wavelength (A/4) of the desired band center fre-
quency. The component of ray I polarized normal to the conductors in the first plane passes through
the first plane as shown. It reflects from the second plane since its conductors are parallel to the
incident E field (orthogonal to those in the first plane). The component of ray I that reflects from the
second plane passes through the first plane and combines vectorially with the component of ray 2 that
reflects from the front plane with a path length difference

?,),sin 2  orX- 2c - b - X i20or
2 cos 0 2 cos e

Z- )" (I - sin2 9)- X COS 0

2 cos 2
When 9 - 0*° X - A,/2 and the system is a perfect half-wave plate reflector. The two orthogonally
polarized components of the incident radiation add with 1800 phase differences to form a wave polar-
ized normal to the incident wave. However, when e - 45 , X - -- and the resultant phase

20~
difference on addition is only 138* rather than 180° . This 420 phase error in 0 results in a desired
polarization rotation efficiency of

G - cos2 (9/2) - 0.87 - -0.6 dB.

11
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When 0 is 90*, the half-wave plate reflector becomes a quarter-wave plate reflector and converts linear
polarization to circular polarization.

The scan loss at 9 - 45* due to incomplete polarization rotation can be reduced by loading the
region between the two reflecting planes with a material having a dielectric constant of 2 which can also
serve to separate the reflecting planes [8]. Figure 12 illustrates this condition. With this loading the
radiation passing plane I refracts at the air dielectric interface to obtain an angle of incidence on the
second plane define by

sin 0
sin 02 -

For@, - 45°, 02 - 30' and G - cos2(15) - 0.92.

Fig. 12 - Effect of dielectric loading in normal half-waveplate I
t-2

The scan loss at 0 - 45" can also be reduced by increasing the reflecting plane separations to make
the loss at 0 - 45° equal the loss at 0 - 0. Under these conditions, with dielectric loading, the lowest
gain will be G = 0.98. This would involve increasing the reflecting plane spacing by about 7.5 ° or
X/48.

An extensive experimental design program was conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of the
log-periodic mirror-scan concept. This program consisted of the following phases:

a. Experimental design of a polarization twisting log-periodic mirror.

b. Fabrication and test of a scanning antenna consisting of two offset paraboloidal reflectors and a
log-periodic mirror, with feed horns installed and fed simultaneously by two radars, operating at C- and
X-bands.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF A LOG-PERIODIC MIRROR

At the time the wideband log-periodic polarization twist mirror was designed, computer analytic
techniques for a theoretical design procedure were not available to the project. Therefore, an experi-
mental design program was conducted.

The first step in this experimental program was to fabricate a set of reflective dipole lattices.
Ideally, the dipole density for a given resonant reflecting sheet would be varied until a specified perfor-
mance could be achieved. Actually, the cost of fabricating the experimental configurations was so high
that only a limited range of experimental parameters could be tried.

At the outset, a very dense dipole lattice for a resonant frequency of 8 GHz was drafted and
photo-etched onto a copper-clad 0.015 in.-thick epoxy glass dielectric sheet. The measurement pro-
cedure for determining the reflectivity of this sheet is sketched in Fig. 13. Transmit and receive horns

12
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ILE DIRECTIONAL MORN TEST REFLECTORFREQUNCY COUPLER OR

MICROWAVE < SAME SIZE METAL
SHEET FOR

CALIBRATION

VAIABLE STEPS

SHIFTER 1. Set source frequency

2. Zero VSWR meter using phase
shifter and attenuation #1

ATTENUATOR 3. Read VSWR meter with metal
plate in place and 30 dB attenua-
tion in attenuator #2

CALIBRATED 4. Replace metal plate with test
VARIABLE reflector and reduce attenuator #2

ATTENUATOR until VSWR reading equals that
| 2- obtained with metal plate.

IDE WrOR  -s. Read attenuator #2 setting, sub-DIRECTIONAL

COUPLER tract 30 dB and record result as
reflection coefficient of test
reflector at the operating fre-
quency.

Fig. 13 - Measurement procedure for determining sheet
reflectivity vs frequency

are mounted side by side, aimed at the center of a dipole lattice measuring about two ft square. When
the dipole sheet is replaced by a metal sheet, the signal level is restored to its previous value by insert-
ing calibrated attenuation. In this manner the reflectivity of the dipole sheet is measured over a wide
frequency range, and its resonant frequency and bandwidth are determined.

The resonance of this structure was extremely broad, and it was decided to measure sheets with
lower dipole density. This reduced density was achieved by removing vertical rows of dipoles from the
initial array; thus, densities of 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 the original densities were tried. The 1/3-density
dipole configuration, shown in Fig. 14 was selected as the preferred one for use in fabricating the wide-
band polarization twist mirror. This configuration yields a dipole density of about 2 per square
wavelength at the resonant frequency.

The next step in the design procedure was to select the scale factor between adjacent resonant
sheets, r, and the spacing between a given set of resonant sheets. The design trade-off is between
minimum thickness for the overall mirror assembly and best possible performance. The parameters
selected for the wideband mirror configuration are listed in Table 1, and correspond to a t of 1.414.

The parameters in Table I will produce a wideband log-periodic mirror which will operate on a
linearly polarized wave. In order to achieve the desired polarization twist capability, a second, orthogo-
nally polarized log-periodic mirror must be interleaved with the mirror of Table 1. For a mirror which
twists horizontal to vertical polarization or vice versa, the dipoles in the othogonally polarized mirrors
are aligned at 450 to the right or left of vertical. The resultant parameters for the polarization-twist
configuration are listed in Table 2.

Photographic scaling of the reference 8 GHz section (Fig. 14) was used during the photo etching
process to scale the lattice and dipole parameters for other required resonant sheets. A summary of the
final dipole array parameters is given in Table 3.

13
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Fig. 14 - Dipole and lattice parameters for the 1/3-density
8-0Hz reference sheet

Table 1 - Parameters of a Log-Periodic Mirror Operating on a
Linearly Polarized Wave

Resonant Spacing From Spacing Between
Sheet Number Frequency Front Plane Sheets

________ (GHz) (in.) (in.)
1 11.3136 0

0.313
2 S.0 0.515

0.442

3 5.657 1.041
0.626

4 4.0 1.381

135 4
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Table 2 - Parameters of Log-Periodic Polarization Twist Mirror

Resonant Spacing from Spacing Between Polarin.
Sheet Number Frequency Front Plane Sheets tion

(GHz) (in.) (in.)
1 11.3136 +450

0.142
2 9.514 0.1430 -45e

0.169
3 8.0 0.3120 +45*

0.201

4 6.7272 0.5130 -45o
0.239

5 5.657 1.7520 +450
0.284

6 4.757 1.0360 -450
0.338

7 4.0 1.3740 +450
0.402

8 3.3636 1.7760 -45

Table 3 - Dimensions of the Dipole and Lattice Structure
for the 8 Section Log Periodic Mirror

Resonant Dipole Dipole Lattice Sing
Sheet Number Frequency Length Width Dimension Factor

(GHz) (in.) (in.) S, (in.)

1 11.3136 0.417 0.028 0.278 0.707
2 9.514 0.496 0.033 0.331 0.841
3 8.0 0.590 0.039 0.393 1.000
4 6.7272 0.702 0.047 0.468 1.189
5 5.657 0.834 0.056 0.556 1.414
6 4.757 0.992 0.066 0.662 1.682
7 4.0 1.180 0.079 0.787 2.000
8 3.3636 1.403 0.094 0.936 2.378

Test sheets measuring about 60 cm square were fabricated. The variation in measured reflectivity
as a function of frequency for the individual sheets is shown in Fig. 15. The configuration of Table 2
was then assembled and tested.

The prototype NRL two-reflector mirror-scan antenna was sent to NOSC in 1977, where it was
carefully tested. The results of that test program are described in NOSC Technical Note 641, by A. D.
Munger (91.

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE MODEL

A working system was constructed and assembled to demonstrate the feasibility of the mirror sman
concept. Implementation plans for the prototype model were held to the minimum necessary to sup-
port initial test and evaluation. The parabola and mirror designs were based on the parameters
developed during the experimental design study. Only two of the four parabolas necessary for the
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operational system would be implemented. This would permit the demonstration of system perfor-
mance up to beam scan angles of ± 90 ° off each parabola and the back-to-back scanning capability over
the 90* sector between the two adjacently installed parabola-feed combinations. Although the parabola
and mirror design would support wide-band operation, only two radars would be assembled and
installed to demonstrate simultaneous system operation at C and X-bands.

An available 5-foot solid dish parabola was selected as the model for use in fabricating the two, 2-
x 4-ft, unipolar parabolic sections. A fiberglass shell of the dish was fabricated. A grid of vertical con-
ductors composed of 1/16 in.-wide printed circuit strips was installed with a nominal spacing of 1/8 in.
on the rear of the shell. Foam and a second fiberglass shell were added for protection and rigidity. The
two (2 ft x 4 ft) parabolic sections were then cut as shown in Fig. 16. Two matching C- and X-band
horns were designed, fabricated and tested in a side-by-side configuration with the parabolic sections.
Nonmetallic structures were built to attach each of the parabola-feed combinations to the selected pede-
stal.

Fabrication techniques for the 3 ft x 6 ft mirror were basically the same as those used during the
experimental design phase. The 8-GHz mask was again used as the reference to scale photographically
each of the eight resonant sections of the mirror. Since the available photo etching facility could not
process sheets of this size, each section was assembled from three 2 ft x 3 ft printed sheets. The pho-
tographic process provided a convenient medium to assure proper alignment and orientation of the
printed circuit dipoles at the vertical intersections between the adjoining sheets. No special efforts were
made to assure continuity of any dipoles spanning the sheet intersections. Dielectric spacers were used
between adjacent resonant sections during assembly. The interior voids were foam-filled and the entire
assembly was wrapped with fiberglass and sealed for protection and rigidity. A metal frame was fabri-
cated to support and permit installation of the mirror structure on the antenna pedestal. The completed
system is shown in Fig. 1?.
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II

Fig. 16 - Unipolar purabolas fabricated for the Prototype system

Fig. 17 - Prototype mirror scan antenna
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After alignment, azimuth patterns over the frequency bands of interest were taken at fixed mirror
scanned angles of 0, 30, 60 ° and 90". Representative patterns are shown in Figs. 18 through 23. In
these figures, the abscissa covers a range of approximately 180* in azimuth and the ordinate scale is 10
dB per division. In general, the sidelobes were 20 dB or more below mainlobe response. The apparent
large sidelobes seen at 90* in some of the patterns were due to reflections from a nearby structure. The
transmitting sources used to run these patterns showed considerable variations in output power with
frequency. This is most evident at the higher frequencies where the power is marginal and the
sidelobes are down in the measurement noise. A second attempt was made to obtain normalized gain
measurements and the results are summarized in Table 4.

The mirror scan antenna was moved and reinstalled in close proximity to the C-band AN/SPS-10
radar. This system had been modified to permit the radar transmitterlreceiver to be switched manually
between its antenna and the mirror scan antenna. A second radar with similar power and pulse charac-
teristics was installed to provide an operational capability at X-band. Both systems were modified to
permit operation from a common pulse repetition frequency (prf) generator. For reference and orienta-
tion, the plan position indicator (PPI) display of the normal AN/SPS-10 is shown in Fig. 24. The
displayed range is 25 nmi. The site overlooks the Chesapeake Bay area and the contours of the eastern
shore are readily discernable. The display also shows the low elevation blockage to the west which is
normally experienced at the site. The mirror scan parabolas were installed and oriented approximately
NE and SE, that is at 0450 and 135 ° .

0°  600

480*

30" 90"

Fig. 18 - Azimuth antenna patterns for four fixed mirror scanned angles taken at 5.0 GHz
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00 60°

300 90°

Fig. 19 - Azimuth antenna patterns for four fixed mirror scanned angles taken at 5.5 GHz

60"

4-180"
" 90"

Fig. 20 - Azimuth antenna patterns for four fixed mirror scanned angles taken at 6.0 GHz
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600

• 180",
} 0 90 o

Fig. 21 - Azimuth antenna patterns for four fixed mirror scanned angles taken at 7.5 GHz

0 0 6 0 0

1800

A3 
-30 900

Fig. 22 - Azimuth antenna patterns for four fixed mirror scanned angles taken at R.5 GHz
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Fit. 23- Azshnuth antenna patterns for four fixed mirror scanned angew taken at 9.5 OHz

Table 4 - Normalized Antenna Gains as a Function
of Frequency andl Mirror Scan An&i

________Frequsa w )
Ate 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 800 8M0 9000 9500

0 T 2W 'W 2.6 29.211 I ! 3. T ! T
30 26.8 - 28.8 - 29.9 - 31.4 - 31.8 - 32.5

60 25.9 - 28.3 - 29.3 - 29.6 - 31.3 - 31.S

90 25.0 - 27.2 - 29.5 - 29.4 - 30.0 - 26.2
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Fig. 24 - Single scan PPI display of AN/SPS-10 video

The antenna interface to the two radars consisted of a pair of electromechanical waveguide
switches and control circuitry to switch each radar between the two parabola-feed combinations. For
multiplex operation, triggers for the switch control voltages were derived from the continuously rotating
mirror. On each revolution, one trigger occurs when the mirror face is oriented halfway between the
two parabolas (90) and switches radar operation from the NE to the SE parabola. The second, and less
critical, trigger occurs when the mirror rotation reaches 270* and resets operation back to the NE para-
bola. The two triggers are also used to blank radar transmissions during the time the switches are in
operation. Provisions were also made to permit manual selection of either parabola for continuous
operation.

One of the disadvantages of the mirror scan concept was noted earlier. Additional data processing
would be required to adapt the data from the two stacked (azimuthally squinted) beams for display on a
conventional PPI. It was felt that this increased complexity and cost was not required for demonstrat-
ing the antenna concept, and two synchros were installed in the pedestal to provide sweep inputs for a
PPI display. Both require two-to-one gearing since the beam scanning rate is twice that of the mirror.
Two electrical outputs, offset by 90*, are necessary to define the projected mean of the two beam posi-
tions with respect to each of the quadrature parabola-feed combinations.

The PPI display of the C-band mirror scan operation is shown in Fig. 25. Displayed are represen-
tative scans showing continuous operation with each single parabola and multiplexed operation with
both. Clutter details compare favorably with those of the normal AN/SPS-10. Since no effort was
made to blank the radar transmissions, large clutter returns are seen well past the 1800 coverage nor-
mally provided by a single parabola. Since a short persistence tube was used in the display, the
occurrence of the back-to-back scan during multiplex operation is not readily discernable. The same
comments are applicable to the display of X-band operation shown in Fig. 26. The expected rotational
displacement between the returns from the squinted C- and X-band beams is readily apparent.
Although data are not shown, simultaneous operation with both radars operating at full power was satis-
factorily demonstrated.
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MIRROR SCAN ANTENNA
CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA

NORTH ANTENNA SOUTH ANTENNA

BOTH

Fig. 25 - PPI video d %play of mirror scan antenna operation at C-band
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MIRROR SCAN ANTENNA
CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA

NORTH ANTENNA SOUTH ANTENNA

BOTH

Fig. 26 - PPI video display of mirror scan operation at X-band

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A new type of surveillance radar antenna was developed by NRL that eliminates all electrical
rotary joints or slip rings. The only moving part in this antenna is a flat mirror that rotates about a
vertical axis and transforms vertically to horizontally polarized radiation. This antenna permits multiple
simultaneous beams to be formed via fixed feeds in the focal planes of four unipolar parabolas that
illuminate the flat mirror from orthogonal directions. The multiple beams can also be used for sharing
the antenna between multiple radars operating at different frequencies.

A model of this antenna was developed and tested. The antenna was designed to cover the fre-
quency range from 2-10 GHz and met these specifications under test.

A prototype antenna was fabricated and used to demonstrate simultaneous operation with two
radars. One radar was the SPS-10 operating at C-band and the other was an X-band surveillance radar.
Switching circuits permitted the SPS-10 to be switched back and forth between its own antenna and the
mirror scanned antenna for comparison purposes. In addition, the two radar outputs were multiplexed
onto a single PPI display where they could be observed sequentially or simultaneously. In these tests
the antenna met all expectations.
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The prototype NRL two-reflector mirror-scan antenna was sent to NOSC in 1977, where it was
carefully tested. The results of that test program are described in NOSC Technical Note 641, by A. D.
Munger [91.
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